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The sun never sets in the land of the unbroken outrage.

Dalit leaders and politicians of all hues have been outraged

at Ashis Nandy's statement, intellectuals in turn were

outraged at the outrage over Nandy's remarks and the call

to jail him, Muslim leaders were outraged at Kamal

Haasan's Vishwaroopam, and this in turn evoked outrage

about stifling the freedom of speech. There is outrage

about the fact that the sixth rapist in the Delhi gang rape

case has been deemed a juvenile. We are outraged about

Owaisi's speech, Pakistan's perfidy at the border, about

Shah Rukh Khan who wrote something that created, for

lack of a better word, outrage.

In the case of Ashis Nandy's statement, any reading that
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takes into the account what he said in its entirety, would

have to conclude, that he meant well by the very

community that he seems to have outraged. Set in the

larger context of his body of work, the outrage becomes

truly mystifying. It is true that a particular sentence in what he said, seen by itself,

could be misunderstood, but surely the problem if any, should be with what he

meant, and not with an unrepresentative fragment of his argument. Of course, one

could disagree even then, and denounce him for speaking loosely on a sensitive

issue, but to prosecute him for something he said, even if that is not he meant, is

ridiculous.

Apart from the rising tide of intolerance that we see around us, which has been

commented upon by many, a role is also being played by media in the manner in

which it chooses to and more importantly, is programmed to depict issues of this

kind. The word is being confused for the action, and representation for reality. And

television is the primary instrument of this confusion. Television needs to create a

limited foreground and then intensify attention towards this narrow dimension of

reality. Issues lose their meandering complexity and become pointed fronts, where

issues are debated with the simplicity of objective-type questions and the fury of

wars. Television is fatally dependent on things happening, and in the absence of

meaningful events, words become events. Every statement becomes momentous

and potentially blasphemous. The return of the idea of blasphemy, and the

expansion of its purview from religion to all manner of political correctness has a

lot to do with the growing primacy of media in our lives. Television breeds an air of

intolerance in the manner in which it hunts down verbal transgressions. By virtue of

picking up an infraction, divorcing it from context, and subjecting it to sustained

and intense scrutiny, often in an emotionally charged and declamatory style, it

makes us all potential executioners, a hair trigger away from outrage. It does not

matter if the anger is legitimate in some cases, for in the overall scheme of things,

noise is foreordained.

The trouble is that the opposite of manufactured noise is imposed silence. The

state and the apparatus at its disposal cannot differentiate one kind of noise from

another, and finds it safer and politically more expedient to impose pre-emptive

silence. The political reward that accrues from the appeasement of a few is
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Santosh Desai is a leading ad professional. He says

he has strayed into writing entirely by accident, and for

this he is "grateful". "City City Bang Bang" looks at

contemporary Indian society from an everyday vantage

point. It covers issues big and small, tends where

possible to avoid judgmental positions, and tries

instead to understand what makes things the way they

are. The desire to look at things with innocent doubt

helps in the emergence of fresh perspectives and

hopefully, of clarity of a new kind.

The views expressed in City City Bang Bang

are the author´s own.
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almost always deemed to be greater than the cost of foregoing abstract

principles. When faced with protests, its instinct is to shut everything down. Stop

the metros from plying, ask women to dress conservatively, close offices at ten

pm for women, ban films that might attract inconvenient protests, prevent writers

from attending literary festivals, in fact prevent them from entering the city at all,

the list is a long one. In the case of the JLF, the organisers are being investigated

for Ashis Nandy's statement. Apparently, as per newspaper reports, they were

made to sign a categorical undertaking that ‘the sentiments of no community

would be hurt' at the Festival before being granted permission to hold it. By all

accounts, this is ridiculous; how can an event that celebrates artistic expression

be made to give such an undertaking and how can organisers be held responsible

for what a participant says? Essentially, this is nothing but a form of pre-emptive

censorship where the organisers are being blackmailed into avoiding controversial

subjects.

Between television and social media, outrage has become common currency. The

people who come to the fore are those skilled at making noise, be they belligerent

television anchors or flatulent panellists, bursting at every seam with unspecific

anger. Outrage is a beast that needs to be fed quickly and visibly, but it is also

one that is content with the illusion of substance. The power of noise is that it is

self-sustaining. Not outraging against an assault on freedom like in the case of

Nandy, Rushdie and Vishwaroopam is not an option, but doing so continues to

raise the threshold level of noise in the system. Every subsequent protest needs

to up the ante on the volume if it has to register.

In the kingdom of noise, deafness is the only abiding condition. When words stop

being signifiers of intent, and get read as actions, then the distinctions between

opinion and fact, representation and event become irredeemably blurred. If

anything, the hierarchical relationship between word and event is reversed,

particularly if the word belongs to a celebrity or is located in an event that enjoys

celebrity status. The Jaipur festival is a victim of its own success, for anything that

happens there is imbued with a sense of portentous significance. The keenness to

cover Ashis Nandy's statement lies in stark contrast to the desire to report actual

atrocities against Dalits. Infractions involving words and representation invite

punitive action more readily than infractions involving deeds. There is an

world  world-cup
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inescapable asymmetry at work here - while media can only deal in words and

images, the state deals in action.
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dev kumar (gurgaon) says:
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Our politicians have created permanent divisions in the society
without realizing the pitfalls of the same. Our in education,our
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allowed us to sink in. High time we get over it and become more
responsible citizens.Politicians will do well not to serve the poison
of hatred to the public so that scholars like Nandy can say useful

things freely without being chased later. Very fine blog this.

Sthithapragnja (Mumbai) says:
February 05,2013 at 07:32 AM IST

Santosh Desai(SD) JI, A sincere kudos for your thoughtful blog
post!! I am prompted/propelled to cite an apt analogy that flashed
through my mind in the context of your eloquent write-up! I had a

friend and mentor who used to occupy a highly respected
position in the Law and Order wing of a prominent city .(The
instance being cited took place some 5 decades ago!! ) One day

I accompanied him to his office cabin. The first thing that
arrested my attention on entering his chambers was the framed
photo of an Owl with its LARGE EYES and WIDE EARS with the

apt caption in Bold CAPITAL LETTERING thus: “ KEEP YOUR
EYES AND EARS WIDE OPEN and YOUR MOUTH CLOSELY
SHUT “” How I wish the great present day POWERS THAT BE

could emulate/exemplify the great moral lesson embedded in that
eloquent picture depicted in the OWL’s icon ?? I hasten to
conclude !!

P P Rajagopalan (Chennai) says:

February 04,2013 at 09:38 PM IST 22 Followers

"belligerent television anchors or flatulent panellists" How aptly
you have described that breed! Much of the ill that afflict the
society is invented and fanned up by media! We are no more

people think and live! In fact, the Media has contrived to make us
to be objects living for the media!

vidyaakolkar (Mumbai) says:

February 04,2013 at 05:27 PM IST 8 Followers

There are always two points of views for any problem. It has
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become more important now a days to understand the opposite
point of views as of our own, to unravelling of the problem. Since
this is not happening, the level of noise is bound to rise.

Gilbert D'Souza (Bangalore) says:

February 04,2013 at 04:08 PM IST

Noise is our birthright ! Add... our noisy festivals, homes, offices,

hospitals, schools, public places, roads..wherever you go!! Let
us blame the Raj !!!

raghunadhareddy busireddy (hyderabad) says:

February 04,2013 at 03:54 PM IST 15 Followers

In the case of Ashis Nandy's statement, any reading that takes
into the account what he said in its entirety, would have to
conclude

nd (sa) says:

February 04,2013 at 03:49 PM IST

Mr. Ashis Nandy made a noise, you are making noise or Ms Dutt
makes a noise in "the kindom of noise" ! All make noise!

sandeep sulakhe (mum) says:

February 04,2013 at 02:34 PM IST

Very nicely written..always like reading your columns. Cheers.

Shankar (gurgaon) says:

February 04,2013 at 02:28 PM IST
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Very nicely written and presented. Well done.

badalnagesh (Mumbai) says:

February 04,2013 at 01:47 PM IST 5 Followers

Please do not expect the one who is outraged is a stupid empty
headed person and to remain silent when his sight and sound

organs are impacted by acts of clever men or women who
invariably had suffered burden of denials. Those clever authors
did not lack suitable vocabulary or resourceful ideas to speak or

write or paint a so called creative act in a way without foreseeing
the impact their acts would cause. To my mind these authors of
so called high sounding acts have caused more material damage

not only to their country but to the whole world by the noise they
have deliberately created. Invariably I am of opinion that these
authors themselves have benefited materially by the noise they

created.

Rajguru (delhi) says:

February 04,2013 at 01:42 PM IST 121 Followers

It all depends upon the decibel level derived through contacts in
Media . More the decibel level more the capacity to shout down

the opponents.

khursheed0001 (Dehradun) says:

February 04,2013 at 12:54 PM IST 4 Followers

See 24 x 7 the media is clamoring on insensitive issues like so

called god of cricket, Sachin Tendulkar, offered prayer at Balaji
adoring customary dhoti. Such a useless reporting but if people
call for their rights which constitution of India obligated to them, it

is a noise. Sensationalized campaign of Anna anti corruption
movement is now crippled down but see media's role at that time.
Media people should introspect themselves for callousness in

public life.
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boscosabujohn (Sharjah, UAE) says:

February 04,2013 at 12:12 PM IST 6 Followers

Most of the problems can be easily solved which is made bigger

by the media, if the media is kept out, or media keeps their trust
on the truth rather than sensation.

unknown indian (apna desh) says:
February 04,2013 at 11:53 AM IST

In the competition for TRP/clicks/followership etc, the
media/social media have sacrificed comprehension, analysis,
reason, and reflection. In this free-for-all, I can assure the

organised media, they are doomed to become extinct. The govts
have become weak-kneed and fail to uphold the freedom that our
constitution promises, in the name of preserving 'law and order'.

We, the citizens, are equally guilty - a glance at social media
shows people expressing themselves without civility and basis.

rsvenkataraman (Thane) says:

February 04,2013 at 11:48 AM IST

It is time that sophistical outrage is deemed as a crime as one
cannot ignore the harm it inflicts on the victimised

artist/intellectual who is made to look a criminal and deprived of
the fundamental rights he/she is constitutionally entitled to.These
groups and the govts. pampering them by entertaining their false

cries should be sued for defamation.

Furr (India) says:

February 04,2013 at 10:10 AM IST 37 Followers

Media and only media is responsible for all this who pick up

selected lines and target these personalities for some fame
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actually cases should be filed against these media persons for
inciting hatred between two communities

GBS (Ben galuru) says:
February 04,2013 at 09:45 AM IST

I suppose the medias particularly the Television has become
most important source for spreading news and and creating an

advanced public opinion before the news are seen and digested
by common people ! It also created some ordinary self styled
local leaders /opinion makers on national level . We find most of

our ignorant and uneducated public take the words of the 'so'
called leaders seen in TV as true and only but true if he/she
happens to be from same community !! The media is given

complete freedom but it need to used judiously by people
involved in media .

Vera Alvares (Mumbai) says:
February 04,2013 at 09:22 AM IST

Why don't we direct our sense of outrage towards those who
regularly rape and hang Dalit women but go unpunished.? Check
yesterday's case in Bihar- picture on FaceBook. .......Call the

noise-makers to this scene....

ARUP GHOSH (CALCUTTA) says:

February 04,2013 at 06:03 AM IST 27 Followers

WE ARE GOING TO THE CORNER , EVERYDAY . WE ARE

RESPONSIBLE AS WE HAVE TAKEN IT GRANTED , THE POLL
IS FESTIVAL . INSTEAD WE DID NOT UNDERSTAND ,
POLITICS IS BECOMING A BUSINESS TO LOOT BY THE

POLITICAL BUSINESSMEN . AND TO LOOT , THOSE ARE
PLAYING EVERY POSSIBLE CARDS...........

Ramesh Narendrarai (Vadodara) says:
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February 04,2013 at 05:33 AM IST

In regard to Ashis Nandy's comment about corruption and
people of the reserved category, while I agree that hauling him

up under the atrocities act is a bit too much, I would like to state
that my experience of the government servants belonging to the
reserved category is quite the reverse. I have found them to be

not only honest but also effective in their duties, attributes that I
found lacking in those belonging to the general category.

mvrangaraajan (Delhi) says:

February 03,2013 at 11:52 PM IST 11 Followers

How true is the Persian proverb!" You are the master of
unspoken words and the spoken words are your masters".

desairohit (USA) says:
February 03,2013 at 10:11 PM IST

Sir, the supreme court asked the police not to arrest Ashis
Nandy, but ironically, it also had to say some harsh words about
what he had said.

Ramesh Narendrarai (Vadodara) says:

February 03,2013 at 09:40 PM IST

Are we heading to a situation when an NOC must be obtained

from the various vote banks before organizing any functions,
before opening our mouths ? When will the touchiness of the
erstwhile oppressed or the minority groups transform itself into a

mature ignoring of unjustified criticism ? We, as members of the
civil society have to do our bit in addressing such issues.
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